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Abstract Several applications have been proposed for wire-
less sensor networks, including habitat monitoring, struc-
tural health monitoring, pipeline monitoring, precision agri-
culture, active volcano monitoring, and many more. The en-
ergy consumption of these applications is a critical feasibil-
ity metric that defines the scope and usefulness of wireless
sensor networks. This paper provides a comprehensive en-
ergy model for a fully functional wireless sensor network.
While the model uses toxic gas detection in oil refineries
as an example application, it can easily be generalized. The
model provides a sufficient insight about the energy demand
of the existing or proposed communication protocols.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks · Energy-model ·
Energy-efficient protocols · Lifetime of a wireless sensor
network

1 Introduction

Several applications have been proposed for wireless sensor
networks. The application of Mainwaring et al. [12] gathers
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data from humidity, temperature, barometric pressure, and
light sensors for monitoring the activities of seabirds. Kim
et al. [10] use wireless sensor networks for structural health
monitoring, in which the structural integrity of bridges and
buildings is inspected using accelerometer sensors. The net-
works are tasked with measuring the response of a structure
to an ambient excitation (heavy wind or passing vehicles)
or a forced shake (using shakers or impact hammers). The
application of Werner-Allan et al. [17] monitors active vol-
cano using seismic and infrasonic sensors. The underlying
network was able to capture 230 volcano events just over
three weeks. The application of Stoianov et al. [15] uses hy-
draulic and acoustic/vibration sensors for monitoring large
diameter, bulk-water transmission pipelines.

The most prevalent concern in wireless sensor networks
is the limited lifetime. The nodes operate with exhaustible
batteries; and recharging or replacing these batteries, given
the sheer size of the network and the deployment settings, is
a significant hurdle. For example, because of the energy con-
straint, Kim et al. [10] suggest that wireless sensor networks
can only be used during occasional inspection of bridges and
buildings, thereby limiting their scope as well as usefulness.
Subsequently, almost all types of communication protocols
and data processing algorithms target efficient use of energy
and optimization of network lifetime as their design goal.

In this paper, we carefully analyse the energy cost of a
fully operational wireless sensor network. The application
we use for our analysis will be toxic gas detection in oil re-
fineries. We will consider highly referenced, energy-aware
protocols for establishing and running the network. We shall
give particular consideration to the link and network layer
as well as to the self-organization (neighbor discovery and
interest dissemination) aspects, as these claim a significant
portion of the energy budget. Finally, we shall provide com-
prehensive analytic and simulation models based on which
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the lifetime of the network can be estimated. The models
take into account node density, distributed sleeping sched-
ules, multi-hop communication and time synchronization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2,
we discuss related work; in Sect. 3 we will briefly discuss
toxic gas detection in refineries; in Sect. 4, we will establish
basic assumptions for the network model; in Sects. 5 and 6,
we will provide a comprehensive analysis and simulation of
the energy cost. Finally in Sect. 7, we will discuss our ex-
periences and observations and provide concluding remarks
and outline for future work.

2 Related work

Tseng [16] provide an analytic energy model for estimat-
ing the energy consumption of a wireless sensor network
that employs the S-MAC medium access control proto-
col [18]. The model takes the cost of control messages
(RTS/CTS/ACK/DIFS) and the duty cycle of the sleeping
schedule of individual nodes into account. The model at-
tempts to define and estimate the energy consumption of var-
ious operation modes. In [19], an analytic, integrated data-
link layer model is presented. The model enables to esti-
mate the energy cost of link layer protocols. The strength of
the model is in its capability to give insight about the effect
of a link layer decision on other layer concerns, including
channel assignment, rate of transmission, power and man-
agement. However, the framework does not offer a compre-
hensive understanding of the energy cost of the entire net-
work.

Feeney [6] propose an analytical model for examining
the energy cost of routing in a mobile ad hoc networks. The
work attempts to demonstrate the trade-off between energy
consumption and reliability. Two popular routing protocols
are chosen for the analysis: Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
[13] and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [11].
These two protocols support routing in flat topology net-
works, with all nodes participating equally in the routing
process. Moreover, both protocols are on-demand protocols,
in which nodes discover and maintain routes as needed. DSR
heavily depends on the cache of network wide topology
information extracted from source routing headers, while
AODV is a destination-oriented protocol based on the dis-
tributed Bellman-Ford algorithm. Both protocols are adap-
tive for dynamic topology. Similar to other energy models,
the network interface has four possible energy consumption
states: transmitting, receiving, idle, and sleeping. The idle
mode is the default mode for ad hoc environment. The en-
ergy cost is calculated as a function of packet size. The unit
energy of a packet is decided by the sender, the intended re-
ceiver(s), and the nodes overhearing the message. Chao et al.
[4] report an initial result of this work, but its mathematical
model was not fully developed.

3 Toxic gas detection

The application we use to analyse the energy cost of the
communication protocols in wireless sensor networks is a
toxic gas detection application in oil refineries. There are
two reasons for choosing toxic gas detection: (1) Oil refiner-
ies cover extensive areas, requiring large scale sensing to
detect oil and gas leakages in pipelines. This fits into the
basic assumption that a wireless sensor network is made
up of hundreds and thousands of wireless sensing nodes.
(2) Presently, a good portion of the oil industry is replac-
ing cable based sensing systems by portable and wireless
devices which can easily be deployed and maintained. The
next evolution in toxic gas detection will be towards wire-
less sensor networks. For the detail description of the vari-
ous toxic gases that should be sensed, we refer our readers
to [4] and [5].

4 Network model

Our analysis and simulation of the network’s energy con-
sumption and lifetime is based on a network model. The
network model establishes the basic assumptions concern-
ing the network’s topology, the distribution and density of
nodes, and the way the network is connected. Moreover, it
defines the network’s sensing task.

Deployment refers to the way wireless sensor nodes are
placed in areas where the sensing task should be carried out.
This decision directly affects the quality of sensing as well
as the overall energy consumption of the entire network.
While there can be three basic monitoring strategies—spot,
area and fence—for toxic gas monitoring, spot monitoring
is the most suitable strategy [4].

Coverage is another significant performance metric. In
[2], it indicates how well a given area can be monitored by
the network. Even though there are some existing models for
estimating the number of sensors required to cover the en-
tire sensing field with a probability, p, of detection an event,
coverage is deployment dependent. For a spot monitoring
scenario, even though the whole area is not necessarily cov-
ered, all potential leakage sources are monitored.

As shown in Fig. 1, N nodes are distributed randomly
on a rectangular area A of size A = a × b. Without loss of
generality, we assume that a ≤ b. The node distribution can
be modelled as a two-dimensional Poisson distribution with
average density, λ. The probability of finding k nodes in A

is given by:

P(k nodes ∈ A) = eλA (λA)k

k! (1)

The connectivity figure speaks about the existence of a
communication link between a source anywhere in the net-
work and a single sink. In multi-hop communication, there
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Fig. 1 2D Poisson distributed node deployment

is at least one multi-hop path between a node and the sink
(base station). The probability that a network is connected,
i.e., all nodes can communicate with the sink either directly
or with the support of intermediate nodes, mainly depends
on the node density and the transmission range of individ-
ual nodes. If the nodes are assumed to be homogeneous, the
relationship between connectivity probability, transmission
range and node density is estimated by1 [3]:

p(conn) ∼= (1 − eλπr2
0 )n (2)

where p(conn) is the probability that the network is con-
nected; λ is the density of the network, n/A; ro is the thresh-
old transmission rage; and n � 1 is the number of deployed
nodes. The deployment scenario for our case is depicted in
Fig. 1. The spot monitoring strategy is complemented by
additional randomly deployed nodes for improved connec-
tivity. Each node has the same radio transmission range R,
and two nodes can communicate via a wireless link if their
Euclidean distance is less that the transmission range, i.e.,
d ≤ R. For simplification, fading and path efficiency are not
taken into account; we do not consider also the presence of
obstacles in the path of propagation.

Finally, the sensing task for which the network is de-
ployed determines the data traffic size in the network. For
toxic gas detection, there are two essential concerns: the
long and short term impact of toxic gases release. Hence,
every sensor node should periodically (a tunable parameter)
report the concentration of H2S and NH3 to a sink. This is
define as a normal case with a normal priority. In case of
a leakage that surpasses a threshold defined by the safety
board of the refinery (this is usually a concentration between
10 and 15 ppm, an alarm should be fired off within 30 sec-
onds. This is characterized as an abnormal condition with
high priority.

1This is without taking the border effect into account.

5 Energy model

In Sect. 4, we presented a number of factors that affect the
quality of sensing and the lifetime of a wireless sensor net-
work. In this section, we shall translate those factors into
quantifiable terms so that we can estimate the energy cost.
The model together with the sensing task description, and
the specification of the hardware devices and the communi-
cation protocols will be sufficient to estimate the lifetime.

The communication protocols we employ to establish the
wireless sensor network are the S-MAC [18], for medium
access control, and the Directed Diffusion [8], for support-
ing self-organization and routing. The justification for these
protocols is given in more detail elsewhere [4]. A more tech-
nical assessment of these protocols can be found in [20] and
[21].

Hop count is an essential performance parameter and in-
dicates how many hops a packet is relayed in average for
a given distance in a network. For a deterministic topology,
this hop-count estimation is a simple geometry problem. For
a random network model, however, a combination of sta-
tistics and probability theory is required. Fortunately, there
are many existing models already. To calculate the minimum
hop count, we determine the distance S between two random
nodes and divide it by the transmission range R. In the liter-
ature, the random distance formula [1] is widely adopted. It
is based on the calculation of the random distance distribu-
tion within a rectangular area:

E{S} = 1
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Taking E(S) as the expected distance between the source
and the destination in our random network, the lower bound
of the expected value of hop count can be expressed as:

Hmin = E{S}/R (4)

To achieve a more realistic analysis, transmission error
due to packet loss and collision should be included in the
energy model. Because the listening time in S-MAC is fixed,
a fixed contention window is better for coordination and
synchronization than an exponential back-off. However, a
fixed contention window can cause significant packet loss.
We used Bianchi’s model [7] to estimate packet loss due to
collision at the link layer. According to the model, the prob-
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Fig. 2 Possible intersections of two neighbor nodes

ability of successful transmission, psucc, can be calculated
as:

psucc = (λ − 1)τ (1 − τ)λ−2

1 − (1 − τ)λ−1
(5)

where λ refers to the network’s node density and τ =
2

(CW+1)
and CW is the carrier sensing contention window.

All data packets in S-MAC, except interest dissemina-
tion, are unicast and will cause RTS/CTS/ACK control over-
head. To estimate the energy cost of adaptive listening, it
is useful to estimate the number of neighbors which po-
tentially overhear the RTS/CTS message, i.e., the average
neighbors in enclosure of the sender and the receiver. This
can be calculated by first getting the overlaps of communi-
cation coverage between two random neighbors. When two
nodes becomes neighbors, their transmission circles inter-
sect, in which case Fig. 2 shows the two extreme scenarios.
The intersection area can be described as [14]:

2R2 cos−1
(

d

2R

)
− 1

2
d
√

4R2 − d2 (6)

where 0 ≤ d ≤ R and d is the Euclidean distance between
two nodes. Taking the assumption of the random Poisson
distribution of the nodes into account, then d is bound in
(0,R) with a uniform probability distribution. Accordingly,
d will be:

d = R

2
(7)

Then the average overlap of two circles can be described
by:

Ainter sec t ≈ 2.152R2 (8)

The enclosure area for neighbors of a sender or a receiver
is

A1 = 2πR2 − 2.152R2 ≈ 4.131R2 (9)

with

λ = N × πR2

a × b
(10)

And,

Nneighb = A1

a × b
× N ≈ A1

πR2
× λ = 1.314λ (11)

5.1 Energy consumption analytic model

For a thorough analysis of the energy model (from (12)
to (65)), the variables (parameters) listed in Table 1 and their
corresponding descriptions should be referred to. Additional
variables will be explained according to their context of use.

We propose two analytic models to estimate the energy
consumption of a toxic gas detection network. We call the
first model Pure Synchronization Energy Model (PSE) and
the other Full Application Energy Model (FAE). In PSE,
there will not be data transmission in the network; nodes
communicate with each other to perform synchronization
(i.e., exchanging sleeping schedules). Most existing S-MAC
based energy models assume that the whole network is
synchronized without actually considering the energy con-
sumed by the synchronization process. We present the PSE
model to provide a realistic picture of the contribution of
time synchronization on the overall energy consumption. In
the simulation section, we shall demonstrate that synchro-
nization and periodical neighbor discovery cost more energy
than data transmission. FAE models a fully functional net-
work in which both periodical and incidental data transmis-
sion and time synchronization are taking place.

5.1.1 Pure synchronization energy model

S-MAC carries out time synchronization in 4 steps: In the
first step, every node is initially active for syncp cycles,
waiting for the arrival of SYNC packet from other nodes.
The energy consumption of this phase is expressed as:

Elisten_sync = N × syncp × Tf rame × Pidle (12)

In the second step, nodes periodically resynchronize to
avoid clock drift. During this time, t , the number of attempts
every node sends SYNC packet is expressed as,

Nsync_sent_try = (
t/

(
syncp × Tf rame

) − syncp

)
(13)

Due to packet collision and loss, only a portion of these
packets will be successfully received:

Nsync_sent = Nsync_sent_try × psucc (14)

The energy consumed during sending SYNC packets at
this stage is given by:

Esync_per_node_sent = Etrans + Eidle + Esleep (15)

where

Etrans = Msync/Rdata_rate × Ptrans (16)
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Table 1 Variables definition
Variables Definition

Ptrans , Psleep , Precv , Pidle Energy consumption per time unit of four modes

Msync, MRT S , MCT S , Size of SYNC, RTS, CTS, ACK,

MACK , Minterest , Mdata Interest, and data Message

tsync_cw , tdata_cw Size of contention window

of SYNC and Data Message

tbackoff , tDIFS , tSIFS Size of backoff, DCF, Inter Frame Space

and Short Inter Frame Space

tidle Idle period of every transmission/reception

pair of one data packet

tadapt Adaptation time, frame length dependent

Inormal , Iabnormal Interest propagation frequency

for Normal and Abnormal case

inormal , iabnormal Normal and Abnormal event report interval

dreport_abnormal Report duration after a leak is detected

Rdata_rate Data rate

duty_cycle Duty cycle

Tf rame Frame length

psucc Probability of successful packet

transmission/reception

Rretry Max retry times

fsrch_cycle Frequency of neighbor Discovery

syncp The initial Synchronization period

Nneigh Average neighbors in enclosure

of sender and receiver

λ Network density

N Total number of nodes in an area, A

Nleak The number of nodes that detected leakage

Hmin Minimum hop count (Topology dependent)

And,

Eidle = Pidle × (Tf rame × duty_cycle

− Msync/Rdata_rate) (17)

Esleep = Psleep × Tf rame × (1 − duty_cycle) (18)

Esync_per_node_recv = (1 − λ) × (Erecv + Eidle_recv

+ Esleep_recv) (19)

The energy consumed during receiving the SYNC packets is
expressed as,

Erecv = (Msync/Rdata_rate × Precv) (20)

When a SYNC packet arrives at a receiving node, it ei-
ther succeeds or fails due to collision or channel error. Since
a failure reception consumes the same amount of energy as
a successfully received packet, we merge both scenarios to-
gether. In other words, all (λ − 1) neighbor nodes will re-
ceive the SYNC packet regardless of its usefulness. Then

total amount of energy consumed during periodical SYNC

packet sending and receiving is therefore calculated as:

Eperiod_sync_pure

= Nsync_sent_try × N × Esync_per_node_sent

+ Nsync_sent × N × Esync_per_node_recv (21)

In the third step, every node periodically performs neigh-

bor discovery by listening for the whole syncp cycles as de-

scribed in the first stage, i.e., for every syncp × fsrch_cycle

cycles. Note, however, that not all node enter into neigh-

bor discover phase at the same time since those nodes that

lose during contention for channel access will compete only

in the next contention cycle, after sending a SYNC packet.

Thus the periodical neighbor discovery will be delayed due

to collision.
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Enb_srch = N × syncp × psucc × Tf rame × Pidle

× t

Tf rame × syncp × fsrch_cycle

(22)

Finally, to calculate the energy consumption of transmit-
ting empty frames,2 first, we find out the number of empty
frames.

Nempty = (t/Tf rame − syncp − (t × psucc)

/(Tf rame × fsrch_cycle) − Nsync_sent_try

+ Nsync_sent × (λ − 1)) × N (23)

Here t/Tf rame gives the total number of frames per node
for the period, t . syncp is the probable duration of the ini-
tial synchronization time in which a node waits for SYNC
packet from other nodes. t

(Tf rame×fsrch_cycle)
is the neighbor

discovery frames; and Nsync_sent × λ expresses the num-
ber of frames for sending and transmitting periodical SYNC
packets. Subsequently, the expected energy consumption for
synchronization is expressed as:

Eempty = Nempty × Tf rame × (Pidle × duty_cycle

+ Psleep × (1 − duty_cycle)) (24)

The energy consumption for SYNC overhead without
data transmission is given by:

Esync_pure = Elisten_sync + Eperiod_sync_pure + Enb_srch

+ Eempty (25)

5.2 Full application energy model

In this model, the energy model contains two parts: the en-
ergy consumption due to synchronization and the energy
consumption due to data transmission. The four stages of
synchronization discussed in Sect. 5.1.1 apply for the Full
Application Energy Model as well. The amount of energy
consumed during listening for Sync packets and neighbor
discovery is the same as in the previous case. However, even
though both SYNC and data packets can be processed in the
same frame, in stage 2 of the synchronization stage, we cal-
culated only the energy for sending/receiving SYNC pack-
ets. The energy consumed during the remaining time can
be accounted for data transmission or receiving; or for idly
listening. Suppose Nsync_sent is the number of times every
node sends SYNC packets successfully and Nsync_sent_try

is the number of times a node broadcasts SYNC packets.

2Here we define empty frames as frames that contain scheduled idle
time only. In these frames, we need only calculate the energy consumed
during idle time.

The energy consumption during sending and receiving every
SYNC packet is given as follows:

Esync_per_node_sent

= Msync

Rdata_rate

× Ptrans

+ Pidle × (tsync_cw + tbackoff + tDIFS) (26)

Esync_per_node_recv

= (λ − 1) × Msync/Rdata_rate × Precv (27)

Because of the reason stated in step 2 of the PSE model,
we merge both scenarios together.

Eperiod_sync = Nsync_sent_try × N × Esync_per_node_sent

+ Nsync_sent × N × Esync_per_node_recv

(28)

Unlike stage 4 in Pure Synchronization Model, the empty
frames in this scenario are both data and SYNC packets
dependent; thus the total energy consumed during synchro-
nization is given as follows:

Esync = Elisten_sync + Eperiod_sync + Enb_srch (29)

Given the average neighbors in enclosure of two nodes,
the number of neighbors that overhear an RTS/CTS mes-
sage can be known.3 We use the psucc × Nneigh to denote
the number of nodes that will join adaptive listening. The
energy consumption due to nodes participating in an Adap-
tive Listening is given by:

Eadapt = (psucc × Nneigh × tadapt + tidle) × Pidle (30)

In One-phase pull of the Directed Diffusion routing pro-
tocol, there are no exploratory and reinforcement overheads.
One only needs to calculate the cost of flooding interest and
data transmission. In the Interest propagation phase, the sink
periodically sends interest to all nodes. The duration of a
period is relatively large. The successful transmission and
retransmission rate are described in Table 2.

α = psucc + (1 − psucc) × psucc × 2 + (1 − psucc)
2 × psucc

× 3 + · · · + (1 − psucc)
Rretry−1 × psucc × Rretry (31)

Based on the back off behavior of S-MAC, for every
transmission/reception pair of one data packet, the idle pe-
riod can be described as follows.

tidle = tdata_cw + tbackoff + tDIFS + 3tSIFS (32)

3There are also nodes that may not be able to hear an RTS/CTS mes-
sage.
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Table 2 Transmission times of
RTS Number of Send/Resend Send Times of

transmission times Possibility MRT S

1 psucc 1

2 (1 − psucc) × psucc 2

3 (1 − psucc)
2 × psucc 3

Rretry (1 − psucc)
(Rretry−1) × psucc Rretry

When a node finishes transmitting/receiving a packet, the
remaining time may not always fit to the scheduled active
and sleep time of the node, in which case the node has to
keep idle until the next active or sleep time arrives. Since
we already take the active period in one frame into account,
the extra idle time can be estimated by: (1 − duty_cycle) ×
Tf rame

2 . Accordingly, the energy consumption of interest
propagation can be expressed as:

Einterest_per_node = Eusef ul + Ewaste (33)

where

Eusef ul = Minterest /Rdata_rate × (Ptrans + psucc

× (λ − 1) × Precv) (34)

And,

Ewaste = (tDIFS + tdata_cw + tbackoff ) × Pidle

+ (1 + (λ − 1) × psucc) × (Pidle + Psleep) × 1

− duty_cycle) × Tf rame

2
(35)

Every interest packet is successfully transmitted with a
probability of psucc. This holds true for both normal and
abnormal conditions.

Enormal_set = Eabnormal_set = N × Einterest_per_node (36)

During a reporting phase, we have either a normal event
or an abnormal event. During a normal report, the H2S con-
centration is below 10 ppm. We first calculate the energy
consumption of a single event delivery path. Every packet
along a single path will be received Hmin times. It will be
forwarded to the next hop if the concentration is larger than
the max value in memory of the current node. The possibility
of every intermediate packet being successfully forwarded is
assumed to be 0.5. Thus,

Enormal_report_one_path

= Hmin × (EOH + Etrans + Ewaste) (37)

where

EOH = (Mdata + MRT S + MCT S + MACK)

/Rdata_rate × Precv (38)

And,

Etran = 0.5 × (Mdata + MRT S × α + MCT S

+ MACK)/Rdata_rate × Ptrans (39)

Ewaste = 0.5 × Eadapt × α + (Pidle + Psleep)

× (1 − duty_cycle) × Tf rame

2
(40)

The energy consumption during an abnormal case can
be calculated in a similar way. Based on the result of the
two phases above, we derive the energy consumption by N

nodes during time, t . This includes the energy consumption
of interest propagation phase and reporting phase:

Erouting_normal = t

Inormal

× Enormal_set + t

inormal

× Enormal_report_one_path × N (41)

Similarly, the energy consumption for the abnormal case
is expressed as follows:

Erouting_abnormal

= t

Iabnormal

× Eabnormal_set

+ dreport_abnormal

iabnormal

× Eabnormal_report_one_path × Nleak (42)

Here
dreport_abnormal

iabnormal
refers to the number of messages that a

leakage event keeps on reporting.

5.2.1 Energy for empty frames and missed part

As mentioned before, we now express the energy consumed
in idle time of empty frames that are not used during syn-
chronization or data transmission/reception during time t .
To estimate the number of empty frames, we calculate the
number of frames occupied in routing and synchronization
based on the analysis above. From the interest propagation
phase, we get the number of frames for both cases:

Nnormal_set = Nabnormal_set = N × λ (43)

The reporting frame is defined as

Nnormal_one_path = (1 + 0.5 × α) × Hmin (44)
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Fig. 3 Ratio among number of frames

Nabnormal_one_path = (1 + α) × Hmin (45)

Now with the above intermediate calculation, we derive
the number of frames required for data exchange:

Ndata = Fcomb + Fnormal + Fab (46)

where,

Fcomb = t

Inormal

× Nnormal_set

+ t

Iabnormal

× Nabnormal_set (47)

And,

Fnormal = t

inormal

× (N − 1) × Nnormal_one_path (48)

Fabnormal = dreport_abnormal

iabnormal

× Nleak × Nabnormal_one_path

(49)

Then with the number of frames for neighbor discovery
and SYNC packets exchanged, we compute at the n syn-
chronization stage, the number of frames for synchroniza-
tion:

Nsync_neighbor_discovery

=
(

syncp + t

(Tf rame × fsrch_cycle)
× psucc

)
× N (50)

Nsync_exchange

= (Nsync_sent_try + Nsync_sent × (λ − 1)) × N (51)

Nsync = Nsync_neighbor_discovery + Nsync_exchange (52)

Figure 3 shows the ratio among a number of frames used
for synchronization, data, or empty ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the num-
ber of frames that handle both SYNC and data packets.
While ϕ1 represents the overlap between frames of data and
neighbor discovery (the whole frame is in idle state), and
ϕ2 denotes the overlap between frames of data and common
SYNC packets exchange.

It is difficult to precisely determine how many frames a
node uses for both SYNC and data transmitting/receiving.

We divide the intersection between data and synchronization
into sub periods as ϕ1 and ϕ2 to decrease the uncertainty.
By adding frames on both payload and synchronization, we
can estimate the total frames produced by a node. This is
expressed as follows:

Nwork = Ndata + Nsync − ϕ1 − ϕ2 (53)

The total number of frames communicated during t is:

Ntotal = t/Tf rame × N (54)

So the number of empty frames can be calculated by sub-
tracting Nwork from Ntotal .

Nempty = Ntotal − Ndata − Nsync_neighbor_discovery

− Nsync_exchange + ϕ1 + ϕ2 (55)

Accordingly ,we get the energy consumed by empty
frames:

Eempty = Nempty × Tf rame × (duty_cycle × Pidle

+ (1 − duty_cycle) × Psleep) (56)

As we mentioned before, we only calculate the energy
for SYNC packets exchange till now, we need to add the
missing part here. From the Fig. 3, the Nsync_miss can be
calculated as follows:

Nsync_miss = Nsync_exchange − ϕ2 (57)

Thus

Esync_miss

= (Nsync_exchange − ϕ2)

× (Pidle × (Tf rame × duty_cycle − Msync/Rdata_rate)

+ Psleep × Tf rame × (1 − duty_cycle)) (58)

If we add Eempty and Esync_miss , we can get

Eempty + Esync_miss

= N + ×Tf rame × Nsleep_idle − (Nsync_exchange − ϕ2)

× (Pidle × Msync/Rdata_rate) (59)

With

N = Ntotal − Ndata − Nsync_neighbor_discovery + ϕ1 (60)

And,

Nsleepidle = duty_cycle × Pidle

+ (1 − duty_cycle) × Psleep (61)

ϕ1 ∈ [0,min(Ndata,Nsync_neighbor_discovery)] (62)

ϕ2 ∈ [0,min(Ndata,Nsync_exchange)] (63)
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Based on ϕ1 and ϕ2’s range, we could derive the up-
per bound and lower bound of the sum of Eempty and
Esync_miss . The distribution of ϕ1 and ϕ2 can be assumed
by a Binomial distribution with probability of 0.5, and with
a mean value of:

ϕ1 = 0.5 × min(Ndata,Nsync_neighbor_discovery) (64)

ϕ2 = 0.5 × min(Ndata,Nsync_exchange) (65)

And finally, taking all intermediate results into consider-
ation, the overall energy consumption of the network can be
summed up as follows:

Etotal = Erouting_normal + Erouting_abnormal

+ Esync + Eempty + Esync_miss (66)

6 Energy analysis

The simulation environment we use is the NS-2 simulator,
version 2.31 [9]. Our simulation model combines S-MAC
and the one-phase-pull algorithm in Directed Diffusion. In
the S-MAC protocol, we enable the adaptive listening and
global schedule functionalities. The default duty cycle is set
at 10 percent, and the data rate is 2 Mbps for the message
sizes we proposed in Sect. 5, the S-MAC frame length will
be 1.31 seconds with 10% duty cycle. Error encoding ra-
tio is set at 2, as specified by the default setting in S-MAC.
The data message size is 136 bytes and interest size is 96
bytes. We set the interest refresh time as 300 seconds and
changed the ping application to report normal data once in
600 seconds, the event generation time is randomly selected.
For every abnormal event, it generates 6 abnormal messages
repeatedly within 10 s.

We use the topology of randomly distributed nodes in an
area of 100 m × 70 m. One of these nodes is specified as the
sink node. The simulation duration is 600 seconds. All the
other parameter values are described in Table 3.

We change the network density and compare the energy
consumption for both the PSE and FAE models. There is a
linear relationship between the density and energy consump-
tion (Fig. 4). The analytic result for both PSE and FAE mod-
els is remarkably similar to the simulation results, for den-
sity below 45. The small deviation in the energy consump-
tion of the two scenarios illustrates that the synchronization
cost is high when S-MAC is used. There are two reasons for
this: (1) S-MAC repeatedly uses SYNC packets to synchro-
nize the local timer and discover new neighbors during the
entire lifetime; and (2) A node relentlessly attempts to send
out a broadcast SYNC packet even if it loses a contention.
For a high density networks, efficient packet transmission
can be achieved by tuning parameters such as the event gen-
eration interval and the interest propagation duration.

Fig. 4 Energy consumption increases when network density becomes
higher

Fig. 5 Energy consumption as duty cycle changes

6.1 Model validation and duty cycle

Figure 5 shows how energy consumption can be affected by
the duty cycle of the MAC protocol. We varied the duty cy-
cle of two different network densities: 14 and 35. The ana-
lytic results of the FAE model are similar to the simulation
results with the deviation of less than 10% for both densities.
The energy consumption increases due to the additional ac-
tive time as well as collision and synchronization overhead.
Because in S-MAC the listen time is fixed, when duty cycle
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Table 3 Simulation parameter
list Basic parameter Default value

Control message RTS/CTS/ACK 10 bytes

SYNC message 9 bytes

Interest message 96 bytes

Data message 136 bytes

Interest propagation frequency 300 seconds

Normal event report interval 300 seconds

Abnormal event report interval 10 seconds

Abnormal event report period 60 seconds

Abnormal event occurrence ratio 1%

Duty cycle 10%

Bandwidth 2 Mbps

Network density λ

Minimum hop counts Topology dependent

S-MAC Frame length Message size, duty cycle and Backoff Window

Adaptation time Frame length dependent

Max retry times 5

Frequency of neighbor Discovery 22

Synchronization period 10

Nominal transmission Range 40 m

Sensing field 7000 m2 (70 m × 100 m)

Transmission power 31.2 mW

Receive/idle power 22.2 mW

Radio@sleep status 3 µW

Fig. 6 Energy consumptions varies along with the leakage sources Fig. 7 Collision varies as number of leakage sources increases
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Fig. 8 Data aggregation impact on energy consumption

varies, the frame length will vary adversely. Therefore when
the duty cycle increases, the whole time will be divided into
more frames, which will result in SYNC packet overhead in-
crease. This in turn affects SYNC packets broadcasting in-
terval and the neighbor discovery, both of which are frame
size dependent.

Figure 6 denotes the relationship between energy con-
sumption and the number of leakage sources. We simulated
with three different densities: 14, 29, 43. When the leakage
source increases from 1 to 15 with an increasing step of 5,
the energy consumption rises in steps, but there is anom-
alous reduction in the simulation curves. The anomalous re-
duction becomes more obvious when network density in-
creases. When abnormal events dominate data transmission
for a certain period of time, the synchronization as well as
neighbor discovery will be delayed, and SYNC packet col-
lisions will be reduced temporarily and eventually results in
a transient energy decrease. The relationship between colli-
sion and the number of leakage sources is shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, these curves reveal similar behavior.
In Fig. 6, though our analytical result approaches the simu-
lation result, the analytical energy consumption raises only
slightly in a liner fashion, without any anomalous point. This
is because energy consumption in the analytical model is
more ideally calculated. Though it considers the collision
possibility in a statistical way, the collisions with other net-
work behaviors such as synchronization and message queu-
ing were difficult combine.

One way of reducing the data traffic in the network is by
forwarding a report from a node only if the maximum H2S
and NH3 concentrations it reports is greater than all the other
nodes in its neighborhood. This requires data aggregation,

but it reduces the traffic in the entire network significantly.
Figure 8 depicts the considerable energy saving under all
network densities.

7 Conclusions

Both in the analysis and simulation case, as the density of
the network increases, the energy utilization of the network
increases also. One reason for this is that in a large den-
sity networks, the power consumption of each node at the
link layer is significantly high due to collision. S-MAC be-
gins applying the sleep schedule for each node only once
the nodes have exchanged their schedule. Synchronization
claims a significant amount of energy. The disproportional
energy distribution even during normal sensing makes S-
MAC unsuitable for toxic gas detection. Moreover, during
simulation, we have observed that S-MAC’s performance
deteriorates considerably when the number of nodes in the
sensing field exceeded 40. The Bianchi model for computing
the energy cost during contention assumes saturation traffic,
in which all the nodes have data to send at all times. While
this is plausible for normal, periodic reports, it is unsuitable
for irregular and bursty traffics. The energy cost of normal
and abnormal events propagation decreases exponentially as
the interest propagation interval increases. Interest has to be
disseminated in the network to update routing paths and to
define a new sensing task. Interest dissemination prompts
gradient computation and reinforcement. The longer the in-
terval, the lower the energy cost. On the other hand, choos-
ing a long interest propagation interval implies a potential
increase in latency of event propagation, since old paths
might be broken for a number of reasons, as such is the case
when some nodes exhaust their energy more quickly than
others. There is a trade-off between latency and energy cost.

In our energy model, we have not considered the energy
required for local signal processing, such as the energy con-
sumed by the analog-to-digital (ADC) converter to produce
a high resolution senor data. In reality, however, the ADC
consumes a significant amount of power. In the future, we
will accommodate this fact to assess the feasibility of using
existing off-the-shelf hardware for building wireless sensor
networks.
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